
Banquet @ Korea House (Building Name: Sohwadang) 

7:20pm~9:50pm (Dinner + Performance) September 2 Friday 

 Traditional Royal Cuisine, Delicacies Prepared for Royalty  

The Korea House serves visitors a wide variety of traditional Korean dishes that are based on original royal cuisine 

recipes from the period of Joseon Dynasty. The tradition in Korean royal cuisine has evolved and continued 

through the Three Kingdoms, Goryeo and Joseon periods. The Chronicle of Royal Court Meals, The Chronicle of 

Royal Court Banquets, A Selective Record of Royal Cuisine, and The Annals of the Joseon Dynasty from the Josen 

period record a wide range of information related with dinining ceremonies, cooking techniques, cooking utensils, 

table-setting tips, and the names and ingredients of different dishes. The Korea House prepares all the dishes 

based on these records. Visitors can enjoy a full-scale tradiational Korea dinners in the main building or the 

separate building. A buffet composed of more than 50 dishes is served in Sohwadang Hall.  

   

 Traditional Arts Performance Resonating through Your Heart 

The Korea House has been housing traditional arts performances in their purest form for some almost 30 years. 

Visitors can enjoy a number of performances – fan dance, samulnori, janggu (hourglass drum) dance, 

taepyeongmu (dance of peace), traditional small-band, and percussion ensemble – all year round. Original Form 

Preservation works designated as Important Intangible Cultural Properties by Government-named masters are 

staged at every evening in the Korea House Theatre.  

 

   

 

 
 

http://www.ieee-cis.org/
http://global.ncsoft.com/global/
http://www.gece.or.kr/
http://www.nims.re.kr/eng/index.php
http://miceseoul.com/
http://cs.yonsei.ac.kr/bk21_eng/main/main.jsp


Address: Korea House, 80-2 Pil-dong 2-ga, Jung-Gu, Seoul 

Phone: +82-(0)2-2266-9101~3  

 

How to go to “Korea House” from COEX (approximately 50 minutes, price is 1,000 won)  

(1) Take a subway train at “Samseong” Station (Line #2, Green Line) where COEX is located  

(2) Get off at “Seoul Nat’l Univ. of Education” station where you can transfer to Orange Line 

(Line #3)  

(3) Take a subway train (Line #3, Orange Line) bound for “Express Bus Terminal” or 

“Daehwa” station  

(4) Get off at “Chungmuro” station 

(5) Go to EXIT 3 and you can find the KOREA HOUSE  

(6) In Korea House, please go to “Sohwadang” building  

 

 

 


